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About Woolpert








Established in 1911
Over 650 Professional Nationally
Top 100 A/E Design Firm (ENR)
Award Winning, Full Service Design Firm
Technology Focused
90% Repeat Client Performance
Diverse Client Base

Resolution

Aircraft Collection
UAS
Mobile
Mapping

Aircraft Collection
+ Indiana Statewide Program
+ Aerial Imagery
+ 1’ and 6” Collection

+ LiDAR Collection
+ 1.5m “Post Spaced”

2013

2011

2012

LiDAR Example

Orthophoto Example

UAS

UAS Sample Data - Collect

Resolution about 1.5 cm (little over ½ inch)

Mobile Mapping
 Cost Savings
Mobile LiDAR can gather all required data point
measurements in one setting, eliminating the
need for additional mobilization costs.
 Time Savings
A mobile mapping solution gives us the ability to
collect over 1,000,000 points per second,
compared to one point every few seconds with
conventional survey technologies.

Mobile Mapping
 Enhanced Accuracy
Mobile LiDAR provides engineers with a more
complete picture of the project with highly
accurate point density measurements
 Increased Safety
Data can be collected remotely, day or night,
removing the need for lane closures

Lynx “M1” Mobile LiDAR





1 million points per second
200 meter range
4 integrated cameras (5mp)
Real-Time point cloud viewing

DMI
WHEEL
SENSOR

DIGITAL
CAMERAS

Why Multiple Sensors?
EXAMPLE: Two Sensors
 Minimize laser
shadowing
 Sensor will see
everything behind
the vehicle
 Sensor will see
~45º in front of
vehicle
 Full area
coverage

All sides covered

MMS Scanning Accuracies
Two ranges of accuracies depending on needs
 GIS Level Accuracy
 No ground control (≅0.2’) with Good
satellite visibility
 No ground control (≅1.0’) with Poor
satellite visibility
 Design Level Accuracy
 Done with benefit of ground control
 ≅0.06’ using Mobile Mapping
System (1σ)

Absolute vs. Relative Accuracy

 Absolute – Location
 Point cloud in relation to established coordinate system

 Relative – Distance
 Point to point distance within cloud

Project Planning

Survey

Acquisition

Feature Extraction

QA/QC

Processing

Delivery

Project Planning
 Site plan
 Control network
 Drive paths
 Scan density

 Establish level of control to meet project requirements

Survey

PDOP

PDOP Satellite Configuration

Poor

Good

Base Station
 Set base station in middle of project area
 Logs GPS during data acquisition

Project Layout

Drive Paths

Control Layout

Acquisition





Start/Stop collection with 5 minutes of static
Collect data at posted speed limit (up to 60 MPH)
Small strips to manage large data files
Approximately 1TB data for one day collect

Processing
 Once acquisition is complete, extract on-board
data
 Laser files
 Imagery

 Create SBET
 POS information along vehicle trajectory
 Base station logged GPS data

 Calibrate laser (.las) file to control
 Classify data
 Ground features
 Non ground features

QA/QC

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

Data Fusion

Data Fusion

Data Fusion
Combined Scan

Types of Mobile LiDAR Projects
 Transportation Design
 Asset Management
 Utility transmission lines and vegetation
encroachment
 Construction management for design-build
 FAA airport design and layout plans
 Harbor and shoreline mapping
 Streetscape design

 400 square mile
area
 3200 drive miles
 Acquisition
 LiDAR
 Imagery

Objectives – Sign Inventory
 Create a geodatabase for the sign inventory data
 Woolpert is collecting 3,200 miles of the City of
Indianapolis’ street centerlines
 Mobile LiDAR and still frame digital imagery will
be used to extract signs
 An internet based visual verification and manual
correction tool will be used to complete to
inventory project

Delivery Area Map

Accuracy Requirements
 +/-.25’ Accuracy for 400 square miles
 Woolpert created a proprietary software to
analyze accuracy throughout drive path
 If the data exceeds +/-.25’, the software
identifies areas that Woolpert will need
supplemental PID points to tighten up the
accuracy

Control Through Drive Path Analysis

Required Metadata Fields in
Geodatabase










Positional Coordinates within +/-.25’
Size
Orientation (cardinal direction)
Position (overhead, center, left or right of road
Date and time of capture
MUTCD sign type
Mounting type
Sign photo
Condition

Woolpert’s Smart Feature Extraction
Tool
 LiDAR (Spatial
Information)





Sign Position/Location
Sign Dimensions
Cardinal Direction
Mounting Type

Woolpert’s Smart Feature Extraction
Tool
 Imagery (Visual Information)
 Sign Color
 Sign Text
 Condition
 Functional
 Needs Attention
 Needs Replacement

Woolpert’s Smart Feature Extraction
Tool
 Software learned the MUTCD library
 Collects approximately 95% of all signs
 Woolpert’s QC managers manually review
working tiles prior to delivery

QC Via the web




Online QC Tool for Feature Extraction
Data
A user controlled Ortho-rectified Video
from MMS
QC features
 Signs, ADA ramps, hydrants, poles, etc.



If feature missing, etc., stop video and
able to provide heads-up digitizing for
editing/redlining

Cardinal
Direction

Woolpert’s Smart
Feature Extraction
Tool

Sign Geodatabase

Viewing LiDAR Data

Viewing the Data

Curb and Sidewalk Assessment
 Point at each end of sidewalk
 Point in middle if < 500’
 If > 500’, then total length of sidewalk in feet is
divided by 500 for total number of evenly spaced
inspection points
 Indy DPW is looking for an average assessment

Curb and Sidewalk Assessment
Samples

Functional

3

Cracks

2

Missing
Concrete

1

Curb and Sidewalk Geodatabase

Indy DPW Deliverables





Sign inventory geodatabase
Curb and sidewalk assessment
Imagery (collected from MMS)
LAS file used to derive the sign inventory

Leveraging the Data with Other
Departments
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Utilities
Paint stripes
Guardrails
Fire hydrants
City furniture
Parking meters
ADA ramps
Engineering design

Taking it to the Streets… and Beyond!











Obstructions to viewing
signs (trees, etc.)
Sidewalks
ADA ramps
Pavement analysis
Guardrails
Curb/gutter
Trees
Hydrants
Utility features
Parking meters










Pavement Assessment Collect
Traffic signals
Utility poles/lines
Surface model (DEM)
Buildings
Images of houses (appraisals)
Code Enforcement
Forensic Investigation


Richmond Hill Explosion

Richmond Hill Investigation
 November 10, 2012 – Gas Explosion kills 2,
numerous homes damaged beyond repair
 Subdivision collected on September 13, 2012
 Point cloud will be used to aide in prosecutorial
exhibits
 Explosive Reconstruction – ATF

 Additional control can be set to increase the
accuracy to .06’

Pre-Explosion

Post Explosion

LiDAR Intensity Nadir

LiDAR Intensity Oblique

LiDAR Elevation

Flood Modeling Analysis

Flood Modeling Analysis

Solar Mapping Potential

Solar Mapping Potential

Solar Mapping Potential

Solar Mapping Potential

Impervious Surface Mapping

Impervious Surface Mapping

Impervious Surface Mapping

Markets

